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INSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE 
MASTERFRAME PROJECTION SCREEN 

 

 

 

1.0 TECHNICAL DATA  
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
With elegant frames in extruded charcoal anodized aluminium, the MASTERFRAME screens have a great 
visual impact and are easy to mount. The available screens – Soft White, Transound and Retroprojection – 
are fixed to the back of the structure by means of practical rubber bands. 

Canvas Realised with the following projection fabric: SOFT WHITE, SOFT WHITE TRANSOUND, RETRO | Frame 
Extruded aluminium, section 105×35 mm, charcoal anodized, extremely rugged and specially designed to 
resist twisting under wind effect | Screen surface always flat tensioned by means of elastics hooked on the 
rear profile, provided with sliding swivels for a perfect flatness | The frames are supplied in different lengths 
to fit the size of the screen | Installations Fabric anchoring to the frame by elastic bands attached at the rear 
of the structure with sliding pins. The pins can be placed in 3 different positions in order to best tighten the 
projection surface, even after multiple uses | Certifications CE | Warranty 12 months as per conditions 
indicated to the instruction manual | Accessory (not included) Couple of T-shaped upright stands: all screens 
are designed to be fitted on T-shaped upright stands, in case wall mounting is not possible. 
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2.0 HEAD TO HEAD CONNECTION 
 

 

 

1. Insert the bushing into the hole diam. 16 of the profile 
2. Insert the pin into the spring and push it into the bushing 
3. Place the countersinking towards the grain and screw it 
4. Bring together the profile to be joined with the bushings inside and lock whole assembly 
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3.0 HEAD TO SIDE CONNECTION 
 

 

 

1. Insert the bushing into the hole diameter 16 of the profile 
2. Insert the pin into the spring and push it into the bushing 
3. Place the countersinking towards the grain and point it 
4. Bring together the profile perpendicularly and fix it tightening the grains 
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4.0 CANVAS MOUNTING DETAIL 
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